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A lyotropic nonionic lamellar system composed of pentaethyleneglycol mono n-dodecyl ether and

D2O was studied using natural abundance 13C NMR under magic-angle spinning. Applying a

two-dimensional recoupling method proposed by Dvinskikh (R-PDLF), 1H–13C dipolar couplings

were estimated over a range of temperatures (300–335 K), thus enabling analysis of structural

changes in the liquid crystalline system. The results obtained are used to correlate the

conformation and mobility of local sites in the surfactant molecule with overall changes in the

lamellar structure.

I. Introduction

The relationship between the phase transitions of lyotropic

systems such as oligo(oxyethylene) surfactants in aqueous

solutions and the microscopic variations of the molecules,

i.e., redistribution between conformational states due to

changes in temperature and/or differences in concentration,

has been the subject of a large number of studies.1 Over the

last three decades, 2H NMR has proven to be a very useful

tool for this purpose.2–9 The measurement of the 2H quadru-

polar couplings provides an insight into the order profiles of

C–D bonds and can reveal information about molecular

orientation and motion in lipid membranes as well as other

liquid crystalline systems.

The drawbacks of 2H NMR spectroscopy methods result

from the need for isotopic enrichment because of the low

natural abundance (0.01%) of deuterium. Although tedious

selective labeling of specific segments can be avoided by using

fully 2H labeled samples, this is at the expense of resolution

due to overlap of the different 2H Pake patterns in the

spectrum. Various NMR methods have been developed to

obtain the 13C–1H dipolar couplings as an alternative to the

more traditional 2H NMR spectroscopy.10–16 These methods

are less straightforward because the experiments are carried

out under MAS. However, appropriate recoupling pulse

sequences enable measurement of the heteronuclear dipolar

couplings in an orthogonal dimension. This combines the high

resolution of chemical sites provided by MAS with informa-

tion about conformational and dynamical constraints.17,18

In this study, we probe a mixture of pentaethyleneglycol

mono n-dodecyl ether (abbreviated as C12E5) and D2O

(57 wt% C12E5), in the temperature range 300–335 K, using

a recoupling scheme proposed by Dvinskikh, called R-PDLF

(R-type proton detected local field).16 This scheme was

recently used to probe the segmental order of lipid mem-

branes.19–21 Here, we apply the R-PDLF method for the first

time to a surfactant system. According to the phase diagram

reported by Imai et al.22 the temperature range studied is

within the lamellar phase region.

Every 2D NMR experiment is based on assembling 1D free

induction decays from increasing times t1 in the indirect

dimension. The modulation of the signal depends on the

anisotropic interactions chosen during this time period. The

Hamiltonian terms (HCSA +HII +HIS);HCSA, chemical shift

anisotropy, HII, homonuclear dipolar coupling, HIS, hetero-

nuclear dipolar coupling; can be activated or deactivated

during t1, depending on the information that one wants to

get from the indirect dimension.23

When performing MAS NMR the HCSA, HII and HIS terms

of the Hamiltonian are suppressed when the condition,

spinning frequency 4 interaction frequency is met. This means

achieving high resolution spectra at the expense of valuable

information. A wide range of recoupling methodology under

MAS has been proposed in the last two decades to

selectively restore the information of the heteronuclear dipolar

couplings.13,15,18,24–28 In this study we use an R-type proton

detected local field method (R-PDLF).

This experiment (Fig. 1) was proposed by Dvinskikh et al.16

and results from the incorporation of an RF scheme, R1871,

presented by Zhao et al.,15 into a proton detected local field

(PDLF)11 protocol. The R1871 scheme allows the recoupling

of heteronuclear dipolar couplings and chemical shift aniso-

tropies (CSAs) while homonuclear dipole couplings are sup-

pressed under MAS. The 1H CSAs can be deactivated by a 13C

1801 pulse followed by a 1801 shift of the first R1871 block

phase. Each R1871 block consists of a repeated sequence of

1801701801290 pulses, each one with a length of 1/18 of the

rotor period. Increasing the time length t1, modulates the effect

of the dipolar field on each proton attached to a 13C atom.

This step is then followed by a polarization transfer from 1H to
13C using a rotor synchronized refocused INEPT (insensitive
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nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer).29,30 After this trans-

fer, the free induction decay of the 13C nuclei is recorded while

applying TPPM31 decoupling of the protons. Performing

Fourier transformation in both the direct and indirect dimen-

sions, a 2D spectrum is obtained that correlates the 13C

chemical shifts and the heteronuclear dipolar couplings.

The advantage of the R-PDLF over other recoupling

schemes is that it enables measurement of the average dipolar

field that the protons of a 13C–Hx spin system experience from

the rare 13C nucleus during the time t1. This is accomplished

because the dipolar field that protons feel is most likely

originated by a single 13C nucleus (natural abundance

of 1%), and due to the selectivity of the INEPT transfer. The

splitting shown by a 13C–1H spin pair in an R-PDLF experi-

ment is given by DvCH = 0.315dCH, where 0.315 is an effective

scaling factor and dCH is the 13C–1H dipolar coupling. dCH can

be written as dCH = bCH(3 cos2y � 1), with bCH = �(m0/4p) �
(gHgC�h/r3) as the 13C–1H dipolar coupling constant and y as the
angle between the internuclear vector and the magnetic field. In

the case of rapid motion due to conformational changes and/or

diffusion of the molecules, the splitting, Dv, is proportional to
the segmental order parameter SCH = 1

2h3 cos2y � 1i.
Temperature-dependent transitions from classical lamellar

phases to random mesh phases or ‘‘porous’’ lamellar phases

have been shown to exist in numerous studies.6,9,22 It has been

argued that the fluctuations of order parameters with tem-

perature in nonionic surfactant mixtures can be interpreted as

a measure of perforation density. In this paper we interpret the

temperature dependence of the dipolar couplings from a

simple conformational basis.

2. Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation

Pentaethylene glycol dodecyl ether (C12E5) with a purity

higher than 99.8% was purchased from Nikko Chemical Co.

(Tokyo, Japan). Deuterium oxide (D2O) was obtained from

Sigma Chemicals (Steinheim, Germany). Samples containing

57 wt% surfactant were prepared by weighing the desired

amounts of surfactant and water into vials, mixing them in a

vortex mixer and centrifuging them in order to remove air

bubbles.

2.2 NMR measurements

The experiments were performed using a Bruker Avance

AVII-500 NMR spectrometer operating at a 1H frequency of

500.23 MHz equipped with a standard bore CP-MAS HX

probe. All experiments were done at the spinning frequency of

5 kHz. The 2D NMR spectra were measured using the pulse

sequence shown in Fig. 1 with the following parameters:

spectral width of 100.4 ppm, t1 = 1.78 ms and t2 = 1.19 ms

(t1 ¼ 1
4JCH

and t2 ¼ 1
6JCH

with JCH = 140 Hz), power levels

were set to give the following nutation frequencies: R1871
pulses = 45.00 kHz, 13C pulses = 63.45 kHz, 1H INEPT

pulses = 63.45 kHz, 1H decoupling pulses = 25 kHz. t1
increased up to 51.1488 ms taking values of 11.1 ms � m �
18 � 2 with m = 1,. . .,64, each R1871 block being composed of

18 � mp pulses of length 11.1 ms. For each t1 value, 32 scans

were measured with a recycle delay of 4 s. With a shorter

delay, RF-heating could be detected via changes in chemical

shift at the longest values of t1. For each scan 10 098 time

domain points were acquired using a spectral width of

100.4 ppm. The experiments were performed at temperatures

335, 330, 326, 323, 320, 317, 314, 310, 305 and 300 K in both

increasing and decreasing directions. The temperature was

calibrated using a methanol sample (see ref. 32 for more

details). A 2D spectral processing scheme was applied. After

Fourier transformation in both dimensions, each frequency

domain signal in the indirect dimension was processed as

follows. The zero frequency component in the indirect dimen-

sion was fixed as the value of the adjacent points. After inverse

Fourier transform, sine-bell apodization and zero filling were

performed on the time signal obtained. The frequency signal

was recalculated and splittings measured. Because small

splittings were obscured by the characteristic middle peak of

the R-PDLF dipolar frequency signal (Fig. 2A), these were

calculated directly from the time domain, using the expression,

Dv = 2/tmin, where tmin is the position of the minimum in the

time signal (Fig. 2B).

3. Results

Fig. 3 shows the 13C NMR spectrum of a C12E5/water mixture

with 57.7 wt% C12E5 at 300 K using the R-PDLFmethod. The

peak assignments were made on the basis of previous reports

for C12E6
33 and C12E8.

34 In the last one, it is shown that the

highest band at approximately 70 ppm, corresponds to the

interior chain of oxyethylene units (from the penultimate

group to the most inner one) as the intensity of this band

increases with increasing oxyethylene content. With respect to

the assignment of the peaks to the carbons of the alkyl chain,

C1 (Ca), C9, C10, C11 and C12, all of these were assigned as in

the previous publications. The peak at 37 ppm that was

previously assigned as being C2 was here assigned as C4. The

new assignment was based on the assumption that the first

derivative, qd/qT, of the chemical shifts as a function of

temperature should decrease from C1 to C4 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows a contour plot of the relevant regions of a 2D

spectrum taken at 335 K. The assignment of the partially

overlapping peaks in both oxyethylene and alkyl carbon

highest bands, 70 and 29 ppm, respectively, was based on

Fig. 1 Pulse sequences in the R-PDLF experiment. The dipolar

couplings are activated during t1 and modulate the amplitude of the

isotropic chemical shifts during t2.
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the assumption that the splittings decrease in the direction of

the terminal groups in agreement with previous 2H NMR

experimental results.3,8

The cause of the ordering for C–H bonds in the molecules

can be split into three different classes (Fig. 6).

(I) MAS effects In static experiments, lamellar phases orient

with the normal vector perpendicular to the magnetic field.35

Under MAS, mechanical forces from the spinning dominate,

giving rise to different distributions in the orientation of the

lamellae. Even at equal MAS frequency values, a different

averaging between orientations may be expected depending on

the viscosity of the sample.

(II) Lamellar phase morphology The curvature of the indivi-

dual lamellae will have an effect on the average orientation of

the molecules.

(III) Molecular mobility On the single molecule level, the

conformational distribution along the C–C and C–O bonds

will produce different average orientations with respect to each
1H–13C–1H spin system.

The effects described in I and II are unlikely to change much

with temperature, provided the temperature change is not

large enough to cause a phase transition, and they should

produce a similar trend on the order parameters of the

different segments. Therefore, comparison of the change in

Fig. 3
13C NMR spectrum of a C12E5/D2O mixture with 57.7 wt% C12E5 at 300 K.

Fig. 2 (A) Frequency domain signal from C3 and (B) time domain signal from C12. The arrows show the maximum used to calculate splittings

from the frequency domain, and the minimum used to calculate small splittings.

Fig. 4 Chemical shift dependence on temperature. Dd = d � d300 K. The numbers on top identify the different carbons.
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dipolar couplings with temperature provides information

about conformational changes along the surfactant chain.

These functions can be seen in Fig. 7.

Assuming that the 13C–H bonds of the a carbon (labeled 1

in Fig. 3) have minor deviations with respect to the long axis

direction of the molecule, then one can think of the Ca

coupling magnitude as a measure of the lamella curvature.

In fact, this assumption, combined with results obtained using

other techniques,22 has been the basis of a large number of 2H

NMR studies,6,9,36 where the maximum of the Ca quadrupolar

coupling as function of temperature was interpreted as the

transition of the lamellar phase, La, to a porous lamellar

phase, LH
a . As the curvature is related to the degree of

hydration, then the Ca splitting is mainly dependent on the

fraction of hydrated EO units. Surprisingly, it was shown by

Baciu et al. that the quadrupolar splitting from heavy water in

a C12E5/D2O system, is directly proportional to the splitting

obtained from an a-deuterated surfactant.9

Experimental results8,37–39 as well as theoretical models,40,41

molecular dynamics42 and Monte Carlo simulations43 pre-

dicted that the lowest energy conformations for the –OCCO–

segments correspond to a gauche conformation around the

C–C bond and anti around the C–O bond. This is the

dominant conformation at low temperature but with a low

statistical weight over the complete set of possible confor-

mations and it has the highest dipole moment of all confor-

mers.44,45 Also, it has been shown that the fraction of EO units

in the C–C gauche conformation is dependent on the water

content.8,46 At higher temperature, conformations with low

dipole moment become more populated as well as zero dipole

moment trans conformations. This results in an increase of the

order in the oxyethylene chains and the solute–solute inter-

action becomes more favorable than the solute–polar solvent

Fig. 5 2D 1H–13C R-PDLF spectrum of a C12E5/D2O mixture with 57.7 wt% C12E5 at 335 K.

Fig. 6 Sketch illustrating the three types of orientational dependence

of dipolar couplings referred to in the text. ~n represents the normal

vector of the lamellar surface. f is the tilting angle between the

molecular axis and ~n. It can be seen that y, the angle between the

C–H bond and the magnetic field, B0, is dependent on the direction of

~n, f, and the conformation of the molecule. The arrow from left to

right indicates the increase in lamellar undulation amplitude with

temperature.
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interaction. It is then straightforward to interpret the increase

in the splitting of the oxyethylene carbons (Fig. 7) as being a

consequence of the higher order proportioned by this change

in the conformation distribution.

At higher temperatures, the decrease in splitting of the EO

C-H bonds is expected. The fast motion of the molecules and

the increase in amplitude undulations of the lamellar

phase47,48 oppose the effect of dehydration (Fig. 6). From a

close inspection of the functions (�10 to 5), in Fig. 7 one can

see that a maximum appears. Also, one can see a shift in the

temperature value of the maximum, which decreases in the

direction of the outer hydrophobic segments. The behavior of

the hydrophobic tails with temperature is opposite to that of

the headgroups, as can be seen in Fig. 7. At higher temperature

the population of gauche conformations increases with the

concomitant decrease of the order parameter. This suggests

that the maximum in the a carbon, previously interpreted as

being a consequence of a mesh phase, may have a simpler

explanation, that is the compromise between the opposite

trends of the EO and tail groups.

The balance between the contraction (trans - gauche)

and extension (gauche - trans) of the tail and headgroup,

respectively, with increasing temperature, agrees with

the observation that the thickness of the lamella remains

nearly constant with temperature.49 This conformational

behavior is also observed in the chemical shifts, as, with

increasing temperature, the chemical shifts of the headgroup

carbons decrease while in the tail carbons an increase is

observed (Fig. 4) as already had been pointed out by Ahlnäs

et al.38

4. Conclusion

The R-PDLF method offers a complete SCH analysis of the La

surfactant liquid crystalline systems. The maximum observed

for the a-labeled C12E5 was previously interpreted as a mesh

phase. A complete SCH profile suggests that the maximum

observed for the central region may be a consequence of the

opposing trends for the alkyl and oxyethylene parts.
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